Abstract-Limited applicability of classical optimization methods influence the popularization of stochastic optimization techniques such as evolutionary algorithms (EAs). EAs are a class of probabilistic optimization techniques inspired by natural evolution process, witch belong to methods of Computational Intelligence (CI). EAs are based on concepts of natural selection and natural genetics. The basic principle of EA is searching optimal solution by processing population of individuals. This paper presents the results of simulation analysis of global optimization of benchmark function by Individually Directional Evolutionary Algorithm (IDEA) and other EAs such as Real Coded Genetic Algorithm (RCGA), elite RCGA with the one elite individual, elite RCGA with the number of elite individuals equal to population size. IDEA is a newly developed algorithm for global optimization. Main principle of IDEA is to monitor and direct the evolution of selected individuals of population to explore promising areas in the search space. The idea of IDEA is an independent evolution of individuals in current population. This process is focused on indicating correct direction of changes in the elements of solution vector. This paper presents a flowchart, selection method and genetic operators used in IDEA. Moreover, similar mechanisms and genetic operators are also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs) are a class of probabilistic optimization techniques inspired by natural evolution process, witch belong to methods of computational intelligence (CI). Classical optimization methods require that the objective function have some properties such as continuity or are differentiable. These requirements make use of conventional methods of optimization for real-world problems difficult or impossible.
Limited applicability of classical optimization methods influence the popularization of stochastic optimization techniques [1, 10] . Optimization algorithms such as EAs are used in artificial intelligence (AI) to optimize the structure of neural networks [6, 15] or adapt the weights for fuzzy cognitive map [11 -13] .
EAs includes techniques such as genetic algorithms (GA), evolution strategies (ES), evolutionary programming (EP) and genetic programming (PG). All these techniques have been developed in different research centers. Common name helps to avoid problems with classification of new optimization techniques similar to more than one technique of EAs. Evolutionary Computing (EC) is other common name for EA.
Popularity of EAs has led to a many of modifications of them [2, 8] . These modifications can be divided into several groups: modifications based on intermixing techniques of EAs, modifications independent from representation of solutions and modifications designed to solve specific problem or group of problems. The first group includes modifications such as adding a genetic operator known as a crossover, developed for GA, to ES or using a floating-point representation in GA, known from ES. The second group of modifications contains elements algorithm used by EAs such as alternative selection methods -tournament selection, rank based selection or threshold selection. Specific encoding scheme and genetic operators are in last group of modifications. EAs together with other modifications from the last group are applied to solve travelling salesman problem. These EAs use integer based encoding scheme and genetic operators, that are processing this encoding scheme.
EAs are based on concepts of natural selection and natural genetics. The basic principle of EA is searching optimal solution by processing population of individuals. This process leads to increasing the average value of fitness function of the population in subsequent cycles of the algorithm. Selection methods and genetic operators allow to choose individuals, which represent better solution and exchange information among each other. Selection methods are similar to the natural evolution process and genetic operators are similar to the reproduction of individuals in natural environment. The newly created individuals represent new solutions. Better rated solutions have more chance to transition to the next population. Elite selection methods allow to accelerate the convergence of algorithm. Elite scheme allows the survival of the fittest individuals.
EAs attempt to imitate the process of evolution described by Darwin. The process of function optimization is reduced to the adaptation of a species to the natural environment in successive generations. Improving the value of average fitness function of the population is realized by selection methods and genetic operators. This process assumes that indirectly created Solving Global Optimization IDEA is a newly developed algorithm for global optimization. Main principle of IDEA is to monitor and direct the evolution of selected individuals of population to explore promising areas in the search space. The algorithm uses a proportional selection method with dynamic linear scaling of fitness function and nonuniform mutation uses information about the direction of change also known as direction vector. Applied selection method and mutation operator in IDEA allows to choose the fittest individuals and their modification to explore promising areas in the search space. The idea of IDEA is an independent evolution of individuals in current population. An independent evolution process is focused on indicating correct direction of changes in the elements of solution vector.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contain information about mutation operators applied in EAs. This information relates mainly to the directed mutation operators. Section 3 is description of designed algorithm IDEA. The set of benchmark problems, the compared algorithms and the results of simulation analysis are reported in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 presents a number of conclusions from the present study.
II. RELATED WORK
Classical mutation operator used in the binary coded genetic algorithm (BCGA) is changes randomly selected bits of binary string, that represent each individual. Similar technique is used for RCGA -selected digits of each element of the solution vector randomly changes. However, RCGA allows the use of more sophisticated techniques to modify the current solution than random mutation. Common random mutation operators for RCGA are non-uniform mutation (NUM), uniform mutation (also known as random mutation), power mutation (PM) or boundary mutation (BM).
These operators are purely random -the change of each element is performed independently of previous or other changes. Another type of mutation operators are directional mutation operators (DMO). These operators take into account the impact of mutation on fitness function of individuals. Pointed Directed (PoD) [3] Mutation requires to complement representation of solution by binary direction vector (DV) for each individual. This vector contains a single bit for each gene, which dictates the direction of mutation. The DV is corrected by feedback from the current population. PoD has been modified and named mutation-with-momentum [4] . The mutation-with-momentum algorithm requires additional data to be stored for each gene in an individual's genetic representation. These additional data represent a change of gene value in most recent mutation. The directional mutation operator proposed in [7] is based on distribution of individuals over intervals of each dimension. The statistics information is used to direct the mutation of an individual toward the neighboring interval. Another example of a directional mutation is a mutation based on the α-stable distributions [9] . Adaptive directed mutation (ADM) [14] uses the impact of change values of the solutions vector to value of fitness function of each individual in subsequent generations.
This paper suggest the use of directional non-uniform mutation operator (DNUM). DNUM is similar to NUM operator [8] but direction vector is used to modify individual genes. As a result of DNUM work, a single gene of an individual has been modified in accordance with the direction vector. This technique allows to explore the search space in accordance with direction that produced a better solution in previous generations. In the case when the mutation has not led to the creation of better solution, the corresponding value of DV is adjusted.
III. INDIVIDUALLY DIRECTIONAL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM
Individually directional evolutionary algorithm (IDEA) uses characteristic elements of EAs such as proportionate selection (roulette-wheel selection) with dynamic linear scaling of fitness function in pre-selection stage, directional non-uniform mutation operator (DNUM) as genetic operator and elite scheme in post-selection stage. Evolution loop of IDEA is initialized in the same way as in other EAs and is made up of 4 steps. In the first step, temporary population T is created from current base population P. Individuals of population T will be subject to mutation. In the second step, another temporary population T' is created by mutations of individuals of temporary population T. Individuals of temporary population T' are evaluated in third step of evolution loop. The last step of evolution loop is to select individuals from temporary population T and T', that will create the next base population P.
where:
The vector X represents a potential problem solution. The vector D contains information about mutation direction. This vector is used in the mutation operation.
B. Pre-selection process
Pre-selection procedure used by IDEA is a classic mechanism of proportionate selection with dynamic linear scaling of fitness function [5] . The value of the fitness function is decreased by the value of allows obtain a non-zero probability of select the worst individual from population.
C. Directional non-uniform mutation
Directional non-uniform mutation operator is a modified non-uniform mutation operator [8] . In the case of DNUM, the mutation of selected gene is carried out in accordance with the value of corresponding element of directional vector (3). In effect of DNUM is one and only one element of solution vector of any individual that has been modified. This allows to correct the direction of mutation of any gene for each individual in the post-selection process.
D. Post-selection process
Post-selection process is similar to the greedy selection [17, 18] . In greedy selection, the new better individual replaces the current worse individual. New individuals are created by the mutation of following genes. In postselection process, the individual of temporary population T is compared to the corresponding individual from temporary population T'. The corresponding individual from temporary population T' was created by the mutation the individual from temporary population T. Each individual of population T has one and only one corresponding individual in temporary population T'. The difference between these individuals is only the one mutated gene value. One of these individuals, (better rated) is selected for the next base population. If the mutated individual is worse than the corresponding individual, the corresponding element of directional vector of the primary individual will be corrected. The value of the corresponding element of directional vector is corrected by multiplying this value by -1 (4). This process is called the process of correction of mutation direction and allows to change values of solution vector according to the direction, which previously produced good results.
IV. SIMULATION ANALYSIS -COMPARATIVE STUDY
The subject of simulation analysis is a global optimization of selected multidimensional benchmark functions by selected EAs.
A typical nonlinear global optimization problem is defined as (5 
The developed algorithm IDEA was compared with other existing algorithms. The number of objective function value calculation is equal for all algorithms. This allows to compare the performance of the algorithms not considering the execution time, programing languages or hardware configuration. Although the calculation of value for benchmark functions is not time-consuming, it can be in the case of real-life problems. [2, 8] . The comparative study contains the comparison of the following algorithms: developed algorithm IDEA, RCGA, elite RCGA with the one elite individual, elite RCGA with the number of elite individuals equal to population size and IDEA without directional vector -scheme of this algorithm is the same as in IDEA but uses mutation operator NUM instead of DNUM. Elite RCGA with the number of elite individuals equal to population size is similar to ES (    ) with crossover operator [2] .
RCGA and both elite RCGA use uniform crossover operator with exchange probability 
B. Benchmark functions
The benchmark functions are given in Table 1 [8, 16] . Figure 2 . shows the value of benchmark functions for solution represented by the best individual in the subsequent generations. On the basis on graphs from Figure 2 it can be stated that the elite RCGA with number of elite individuals equal to population size achieve better result in initial cycles of algorithm. After few cycles, the IDEA achieves better solution than other EAs and finally returns the best solution in most of these cases. This is clearly visible in Figure 2d and 2e. DNUM operator allows to narrow the mutation scale in successive generations. Post-selection process allows to monitor and correct the direction of the independent evolution of individuals. The main idea of algorithm IDEA focuses on monitoring independent evolution of population individuals. Improving the average value of fitness function for population is only additional effect. The improvement of algorithm performance without increase number of calculation objective function value is useful for application of algorithm to solve real-life problems.
